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Abstract

An experimental method is described to mea-

sure and compare the convective heat transfer coef-

ficient of natural and simulated ice accretion rough-

ness and to provide a rational means for determin-

ing accretion-related enhanced heat transfer coeffi-
cients. The natural ice accretion roughness was a

sample casting made from accretions at the NASA

Lewis Icing Research Tunnel (IRT). One of these

castings was modeled using a Spectral Estimation

Technique (SET) to produce three roughness ele-
ments patterns that simulate the actual accretion.

All four samples were tested in a flat-plate bound-

ary layer at angle of attack in a "dry" wind tunnel
test. The convective heat transfer coefficient was

measured using infrared thermography. It is shown

that, dispite some problems in the current data set,
the method does show considerable promise in deter-

mining roughness-induced heat transfer coefficients,
and that, in addition to the roughness height and

spacing in the flow direction, the concentration and

spacing of elements in the spanwise direction are im-

portant parameters.

Introduction

Computer code simulations, such as NASA's

LEWICE, have difficulty matching observed wind

tunnel and airplane test results for ice accretions un-

der glaze ice conditions [6]. This mismatch is due in

part to an inappropriate heat transfer and bound-

ary layer transition model in which the ice accretion

is determined by a heat balance between convective
heat transfer at the surface and the release of la-

tent heat of fusion as the water droplets freeze [6].
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Figure 1: Schematic of current and proposed heat
transfer model in LEWICE. Figure reproduced from

Orr et al. [12].

The state of the boundary layer influences the heat

transfer process since a turbulent boundary layer

has a higher convective heat transfer than a lami-

nar boundary layer. The initial ice roughness influ-

ences the state of the laminar boundary layer since

the initial ice roughness can cause transition from

a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer [1, 1, 3].

Thus, the initial ice roughness is very important in

the ice accretion process both determining the heat

transfer process, the boundary layer transition and

the resultant vehicle aerodynamics.

The effect of ice accretion roughness on heat trans-

fer and boundary layer transition is modeled in

LEWICE as shown schematically in Figure 1. Cur-

rently, the effect of the ice accretion roughness is

modeled using the Equivalent Sand Grain Rough-

ness (ESGR) model, as shown on the left side of



Figure1.1.TheESGRmodelcharacterizestheice
accretionroughnesswitha singleparameterk. A

Reynolds number based on k, Rek, is used to de-

termine boundary layer transition. Once transition

occurs, turbulent heat transfer equations are used

with k as a parameter. When glaze ice shape pre-

dictions are performed, k is typically adjusted un-

til the experimentally observed shape is obtained.

The value of k needed to produce the observed ice

shape often bears little significance to the roughness

scales observed. Thus, k has little physical meaning,

as could be expected since the complicated effect of

the ice accretion roughness on the heat transfer and

boundary layer transition can not be modeled with

a single parameter.

An alternative heat transfer modeling approach

based on the micro-physics of the ice accretion pro-

cess has been proposed [12], and is shown schemat-

ically on the right of Figure 1. This heat transfer

model incorporates data gathered during icing ex-

periments at the IRT [6, 14]. These experiments

have provided high-magnification, close-up video im-

ages of the accretion process spanning from the first
seconds of the accretion until the final ice shape is es-

tablished approximately 10 minutes later [6]. Image

processing techniques have been used to extract from

these video images roughness characteristics corre-

sponding to different cloud conditions. These rough-
ness characteristics can be used to construct physical

approximations to the early ice accretion roughness
in order to do "dry" wind tunnel tests, concentrat-

ing on the effect of the roughness on the convec-
tive heat transfer at the surface. In this manner,

a heat transfer model based on the micro-physics

of the ice accretion process can be developed, pro-

viding an alternative to the ESGR model. Pieces
of the approach have already been demonstrated.

Henry, et al. [7] studied the variation in convective
heat transfer coefficients on hemispherical roughness

elements mounted on a fiat plate in a "dry" wind

tunnel using a non-invasive Infra Red (IR) temper-

ature measurement technique. Plastic hemispheri-

cal roughness elements, on the order of 2-6mm di-

ameter, and element arrays were studied. Relative
convective heat transfer coefficients were calculated

showing heat transfer enhancement on the roughness

elements. Henry observed significant enhancement

in heat transfer on single roughness elements when

the elements protruded out of the boundary layer,

or when the ratio of roughness height to boundary

layer thickness (k/d) was greater than 1.

One of the hardest parts of this model is the

method used to reproduce roughness observed in ic-

ing tests in a dry heat transfer test. Masiulaniec

et al. used direct castings of long-time roughness

growths and studied the convective heat transfer co-

efficient of natural ice accretion aluminum castings

on a flat plate in a "dry" wind tunnel [5, 10]. How-

ever, these castings were from accretions that had

run several minutes and thus are not directly appli-

cable to the early accretion heat transfer problem.

Orr et al. [11, 12] took a different approach in which

they studied high-magnification video data of Hans-

man et al [6] which documented early accretions on

and near the leading edge of a four inch cylinder. Us-

ing a signal processing technique they named SET,

Orr et al. identified a small number of geometric pa-

rameters that were thought to represent the icing. In

the cases examined, average roughness element size

and spacing in both the streamwise and spanwise

directions were extracted. Using these parameters,

they created artificial roughness with the same SET

description by depositing small beads of epoxy on

plexiglass substrates. This technique, however, has

a degree of arbitrariness in the way in which the
beads are deposited. Orr et al. showed three possi-

ble varients: a rectangular array of regularly spaced

beads, an array of regularly spaced beads with each

line offset by some amount, and a "pseduo-random"

array in which the beads are placed according to a

random algorithm such that the resultant array does

not have a regular repeating pattern but neverthe-
less does adhere to the proscribed SET parameters.

The samples created by this technique are ideal for

dry wind tunnel heat transfer tests (that, indeed was
the motivation behind Orr et al.'s work), and the

current paper uses Orr's roughness elements for dry

testing.

The objective of this experiment is to take each

of the pieces of this new proposed model for ice-

enhanced heat transfer (Figure 1) and to link them

together into a rational and traceble method for pro-

viding boundary layer heat transfer coefficients in ic-

ing codes such as LEWICE. To accomplish this, we

utilize the roughness model derived from the direct

castings of Masiulaniec, as well as roughness samples

created from the SET analysis of the castings, cre-

ated using the bead-placement technoque developed

by Orr et al. [12]. One question to be answered is

whether the SET parameters selected by Orr et al

[12] (roughness element size and spacing) are suffi-
cient to determine the heat transfer. To this end,

three SET samples, each with the same SET pa-

rameters, but with different physical arrangements

of roughness are tested. The experimental approach

follows that developed by Henry [7] - i.e. to measure



theheattransfervianon-invasiveIR measurements
ofa heatedflat plate.

Theoretical Analysis

In this section, the calculation of the convective

heat transfer coefficient of airflow over a flat plate
is discussed. The calculation of this coefficient re-

quires a heat balance for a heated flat plate with

airflow. Two types of convective heat transfer coef-

ficients are presented: absolute and relative (to the

un-perturbed flow).

Calculation of Convective Heat Transfer Co-

efficient

The convective heat transfer coefficient can be ref-

erenced to an appropriate value giving a relative co-

efficient. Henry developed a simple technique to cal-

culate relative coefficients [7], in which the incom-

ing heat flux Qrad,in is balanced by the sum of the
heat flux losses, which are the convective flux Q .....

the conduction flux Qco_d, and the radiation flux

Q rad,out :

Qr_,_,, = Q .... + Qcond+ Qr_,o,,,. (1)

If the roughness element and the fiat plate are made

of a non-conducting material, the conduction flux

is negligible. If surface temperatures are kept rela-

tively close to ambient temperatures, the radiation
flux is also negligible. Under these assumptions, the

heat balance is dominated by the incoming radiation
flux and the convection flux loss, defined as:

Qconv = h(T,_s - Too) (2)

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient,

Ts_l is the surface temperature and Too is the free
stream temperature. If the incoming heat flux is
uniform over the surface, the convection flux is also

uniform. Calling the plate upstream of the rough-

ness element the unperturbed area and the rough-

ness element the perturbed area, the following rela-
tion holds:

hp(T,_S. , - To_) = h_(T_rS,_ - Too) (3)

where the subscript u refers to unperturbed and p

to perturbed (i.e. with roughness). The relative
convective heat transfer coefficient can then defined

in the following way:

h___= (T_q,_ - Too) (4)
h_ (T_.,I, p - T_)"

Fi I-I _

heaters (4) 7_-I_/"

roughness inserts

; x -- x

x TC location
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Figure 2: Schematic of Wind Tunnel test setup.

To calculate absolute convective heat transfer co-

efficients, all the terms in the heat balance equa-

tion 1, need to be known. However, as stated be-

fore, and experimentally confirmed, the outward ra-

diation and through-plate conduction heat losses can

be safely ignored. The incoming radiation flux, pro-

duced by IR heaters, is defined as:

Qr<,d,i,_ Faeh(T 4 4= - T;._s) (5)

where F is the view factor (a geometric factor asso-

ciated with the placement of the IR heaters [8]), a

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, eh is the emissiv-

ity of the heaters and Th is the temperature of the

heaters. The view factor was computed for the ge-

ometry of the current experiment assuming uniform

temperature distribution on the heaters. It can also
be determined by a zero-flow measurement of tem-

perature where the incoming radiation flux is ba-

lenced by conduction through the plate and by free

convection from the surface [4].

Experimental Design and Procedure

Overall Setup

The experiment was conducted in a low velocity
wind tunnel at NASA Lewis Research Center and

the setup is shown schematically in Figure 2. The

wind tunnel's test section measured 15.2cm wide by

68.6cm high (6" x 27") and its maximum velocity

attainable was approximately 46 m/sec (103 mph).
Clear tunnel turbulence levels were less than 0.5%.

Four thermocouples located around the perimeter of

the inlet of the tunnel measured the flow stagnation



temperature.Theflat platewas15.2cmwide,the
widthof thetest section,50.8cmlongand1.3cm
thick(6"x20"x0.5"),andwasmadeoutofPlexiglas.
Theplatehada beveledleadingedge,at anangle
of 3°, anda 1.5mmnosediameter.Theflat plate
couldberotatedto differentanglesof attack.Two
roughnessinsertswerelocated25.4cm(10")down-
streamfromtheleadingedgeat twospanwiseloca-
tions. Theplatewasinstrumentedwith a rowof
12pressuretapsalongits centerline.A pitot-static
tubewasplacedupstreamoftheflat plateto mea-
surefreestreamtotalanddynamicpressures.

The flat plate washeatedby four IR ceramic
heatersplacedat the top of the testsectionand
shieldedfromtheflowbysmallfins. Thetemper-
atureof eachheater(measuredbya thermocouple
locatedat thecenterof eachdevice)wascontrolled
by varyingthesupplyvoltagewith a Variac.The
platetemperaturewasmeasuredwithan Inframet-
rics600IR cameralocatedoutsidethewindtunnel
andfocusedon thetestplatethrougha ZincSul-
fidewindow.Thecamerahadanaccuracyof 1K,
resolutionof0.05K,andoperatedat thewavelength
rangeof8-14#m. Theviewareaofthecamerawas
approximately12.7cmx 10.2cm(5"x4").IR camera
imageswererecordedona VCRfor lateranalysis.
Theimageswerecalibratedbymeansofanarrayof
12surface-mountedthermocouplesembeddedin the
testplateat sixstreamwiselocations.Lastly,four
thermocouplesweremountedonthelowersurfaceof
theplate,fromwhichconductivelossescouldbees-
timated.Completedetailsoftheexperimentalsetup
canbefoundinTorres[15].

Roughnesselements

Figure3 showsaschematictop-viewof the loca-
tionof theplugsin theplateanda detailof their
insertionin theplate.Theplugswereplacedat two
spanwiselocations,spaced5cm(2")fromcenterto
center,givinga3.6cm(1.4")spacingfromthetunnel
walls,assumedtobeenoughtoavoidsidewalleffects
ontheflowovertheroughness.Thefrontviewat the
bottomof Figure3 showsthethreetypesof plugs
usedandhowtheywereinsertedin theplate.The
platewas1.3cm(1/2")thickandtheplugswerelcm
(3/8")thick.In additionto thecastingandrough-
nesselementpatternplugs,plainplugswereused
for smoothflat plateheattransferstudies.When
mounted,theplainplugswereflushwith thesur-
face.Theroughnesselementpatternplugswerealso
flushwith thesurface,onlyexposingtheroughness

top view

front view

[__

U

_ plaster_ ] _ plexiglas

plug bead pattern casting

Figure 3: Schematic top view of the location of the

plugs in the flat plate and front view detail of the

plug insertion into the flat plate

elements to the flow. The height of the casting ex-

posed to the flow was varied using the push-pull ar-
rangement shown. The middle screw pulled on the

plug and the two side screws pushed. Three heights

were tested, varying 0.4mm from each other. The

top surface of the flat plate and plugs were painted
flat black to aid in the IR camera measurements.

The roughness samples used were the natural ice

roughness castings (originally obtained by Masiu-

laniec et al.), and three SET-based simulated rough-
ness patterns, provided by Orr. The castings were

already suitable for a flat plate study in a "dry" wind

tunnel. However, the original samples were cast in

aluminum and so, to minimize conduction losses, the

samples were re-cast in plaster. The roughness ele-

ment patterns were produced employing SET on a

photograph of the natural ice roughness casting. Us-
ing the parameters extracted from SET, the natural

ice roughness was modeled by a pattern of rough-
ness elements of 0.93mm diameter, spaced 1.79mm

from each other. With these characteristics, three

roughness element patterns were fabricated: a rect-

angular pattern, a staggered, or offset pattern, and a

pseudo-random pattern, as shown in Figure 4. The
bead density is approximately the same in all three

patterns.

Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure was as follows: First,
the heaters were adjusted to achieve uniform heat-

ing on the plate without airflow. Once this condition
was reached, the heater temperatures were recorded,

the flow was turned on and the voltage on the heaters

was increased until the same recorded temperatures



(a)

(b)

tensity of the thermogram at the thermocouple loca-
tions was measured. These intensity readings were

converted to radiation level units and then plotted

versus thermocouple temperature to produce a cali-

bration curve.

Measurements were performed with the flat plate

at two angles of attack, 0°and 20°. For the two

different angles of attack, three types of tests were

done. First, temperature distributions for a smooth

flat plate were measured, then tests with the bead

patterns and casting plugs were done. The casting
and its three associated bead patterns were tested.

The castings were tested at three different heights

at 0 °angle of attack. No castings were tested at

20°angle of attack. At 0°angle of attack, the ve-
locities tested were 27.0, 34.8, 42.5, and 46.4m/s.

At 20°angle of attack, tests were run at 38.7 and

46.4m/s. Only part of the data is presented in this

paper. A complete set of results may be found in

Tortes [15].

Results and Discussion

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Photos of the original accretion casting,
accompanied by three artificial roughness element

patterns based on the SET analysis. Each plug is 17
mm x 28 mm.

were reached. In this manner, the convective cooling

of the heaters due to the air flow was compensated

and it was assumed that the radiation distribution

reaching the plate was approximately the same as
for the no airflow case. The thermograms were then

calibrated using the surface thermocouples. The in-

Smooth Flat Plate Convective Heat Transfer

Coefficients

Convective heat transfer coefficients were calcu-

lated from the thermocouple data for the smooth flat

plate and compared to theoretical results. These are

shown in Figure 5 for both the 0°and 20°angles of
attack at 35 m/s and are compared to the theoretical
solutions for laminar and turbulent boundary layers.

The values for the heat transfer coefficient at 0°do

not match very well with the theoretical predictions

and the higher value of h suggests that the boundary

layer is already turbulent on the plate, a suspicion

confirmed using a hot-wire to probe the state of the

boundary layer. However, at 20 ° , the smooth plate
coefficients do match well with the laminar solution.

The differences are probably due to the acceleration

of the core flow, not accounted for in the convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient solution. Pressure dis-

tribution data (not presented here) shows that the
velocity of the flow is lower than U_¢ upstream of

x = 10", and higher than Uoo downstream. This
acceleration explains coefficients lower than theoret-

ical at x = 5", and higher coefficients at x = 12" and

15". Higher coefficients at x = 2" might be due to

a region of recirculation upstream of the stagnation

point•
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Figure 5: Experimental and theoretical convective
heat transfer coefficients for the smooth plate at

0°and 20°angle of attack and 35 m/s (derived from

thermocouple data).

Effect of Roughness on the Convective Heat
Transfer Coefficient

Convective heat transfer coefficient profiles for the

plate at 20°are shown in Figures 6 for the three arti-
ficial roughness inserts. These profiles are compared

to the smooth plate results and the turbulent and

laminar solutions. Upstream of the roughness, ex-

cellent agreement is observed between the profiles for

the plate with roughness and the smooth plate. The
convective coefficient transitions in all cases from its

laminar boundary layer value to its turbulent bound-

ary layer value, indicating that the roughness (at

x = 10") is tripping the boundary layer. The rect-

angular and offset arrays show similar results, al-
though the pseudo-random array is observed to be-

come fully turbulent a little later, between x = 12"

and x = 15". This delay in the transition location
is consistent with the experiments of Bragg et al

[2] who also found that large roughness elements lo-
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Figure 6: Experimental and theoretical convective
heat transfer coefficients for the plate at 20°angle

of attack with the rectangular, offset and pseudo-

random roughness samples shown at the top, middle

and bottom respectively. (computed from TC data).

cated in a faborable pressure gradient forced a grad-

ual rather than immediate transition to turbulence.

A typical Infrared thermogram is shown in Fig-

ure 7. Darker regions indicate cooler temperatures

and thus higher convective heat transfer. The oppo-
site is true for lighter regions. Also note the wakes

of cooler regions downstream of the plugs, a result

also observed by Henry [7]. Some unevenness is also



Figure7: Typical thermogram of inserts 1 and 2,

0 = 20 °, U = 46m/s. Flow is from left to right.

observed, for example, the bright spot at the center

left of the inserts and the gaps between the plugs and

the flat plate. These may be due to uneven heating
from the ceramic heats, but are more likely due to

nonuniform adsorption and reflection by the surface.

In particular, the gaps around each plug were sealed
with a filler that was not matched for thermal con-

ductivity or emissivity to the surrounding plexiglass

plate.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 shows the detailed thermo-

gram convective heat transfer coefficient profile for
the three artificial roughness samples (samples b,c

and d in Figure 4). The raw IR image is shown at

the top of each figure. From this image, two lines are
extracted - one being the spanwise-averaged temper-

ature over the roughness samples, the other being

the temperature from a strip of undisturbed flow
on the side of the roughness sample. Prom these

temperature distributions, convective heat transfer

coefficients are then computed (shown in the third

frame). Lastly, the rough-surface heat transfer coef-

ficient is divided by its undisturbed counterpart to

give the ehanced heat transfer coefficient, plotted in
the last frame. The stars on the temperature and

heat transfer plots show data derived from thermo-

couples and generally agree quite well with the IR

data. It is interesting to note that there are not ob-

served to be strong wakes associated with the rough-

ness elements. This is probably due to two factors -

the strong pressure gradient as well as the relatively

small size of the roughness elements compared to the

boundary layer thickness.

Several features can be observed in the thermo-
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Figure 8: IR image, temperature, convective heat
transfer coefficient and enhanced heat transfer co-

efficient for the rectangular roughness array (Fig-

ure 4 (b). Uoo = 46m/s, 0 =20 °.

gram data• Firstly, the heat transfer is enhanced, as
expected by the roughness elements, although the

exact placement of the beads does appear to have a

strong effect on the enhanced transfer. However, one

must be careful, if one compares the rectangular and

offset arrays (Figures 9 and 10), one observes that

the leading and trailing edges of the image result in

sharp spikes which, on examination of the images, is

clearly associated with the filler around the plug and

not the roughness elements. Discarding the spikes in
h associated with this feature, the heat transfer co-

efficient is roughly comparable, reaching about 3.5
times the undisturbed value. However, the trend of

the two arrays is different, with the rectangular ar-

ray showong a monotonic increase with streamwise

distance, x, while the offset is more uniform over the

length of the array. The pseudo-random array does

7
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Figure 9: IR image, temperature, convective heat
transfer coefficient and enhanced heat transfer coef-

ficient for the offset roughness array (Figure 4 (c).

U_o = 46m/s, {?=20 °.

Figure 10: IR image, temperature, convective heat
transfer coefficient and enhanced heat transfer coef-

ficient for the pseudo-random roughness array (Fig-

ure 4 (d). U_ = 46m/s, 8 =20 °.

show a more marked difference. Like the rectangu-

lar array, the heat transfer enhancement appears to

increase monotonically over the length of the insert.

However, for this case, the peak enhancement only
reaches about 2.5 times its undisturbed value.

By integrating the heat transfer enhacement over
the streamwise direction, an average enhacement can
be obtained and thus the overall effects of all three

arrays can be compared. This is shown in Figure 11,
which also shows results for a lower speed, U_o = 39,

and the qualitative results of the previous figures are

reproduced. Specifically that the rectangular and

offset arrays show little difference, while the pseudo-
random array exibits a lower heat transfer enhace-

ment than the orderly-spaced roughness inserts.

Validation of SET Roughness Modeling

Although there was an opportunity to do direct
comparisons between the castings and their associ-

ated SET roughness patterns, the resultant data is

somewhat sparse (the casting data is only available

for the 0°angle of attack) and is inconclusive. The
enhanced heat transfer coefficients of the direct cast-

ings (not shown here) are significantly higher that
those observed with the artificial roughness, but can

be ascribed to two factors. Firstly, the amplitude

(height) of the castings was signficantly larger than
the height of the artificial roughness, so direct com-

parisons cannot be made. The difference in height is

crucial as the relative size of the roughness elements

with respect to the boundary layer (k/5) is a key de-

termining paramter. Secondly, as mentioned earlier,
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hancement for SET arrays, _ = 20 °.

the castings are strictly not appropriate for analysis
by the SET method, which is better suited to early

accretions typified by isolated roughness elements.

Nevertheless, we can make some observations based
on the current results which can help improve SET

as a roughness modeling technique.

• As observed in the thermogram data presented

here, although they are not strongly visible, the
wakes of heat transfer enhancement produced

by single roughness elements contribute to the

average enhancement of the roughness element

array (as evidenced by the differences between
the rectangular and offset arrays). The interac-

tion between wakes and roughness elements is

also important. Thus, the roughness spacing in

the flow and in the span direction are important

and more work should be done in characterizing
this better.

• Currently, the SET does not include any data

on the height of the roughness elements. This is
due to the fact that the original video data [6]

contained no information regarding the height.

However, if these data are available, the SET

can include it without any generic difficulties.

The importance of the height of the roughness

(with respect to the local boundary layer thick-

ness) is clearly paramount to the scheme's suc-
cess.

Concluding Remarks

The primary objective of this study was to demon-

strate a coherent and unified approach to the deter-

mination of roughness-assisted heat transfer associ-

ated with early roughness in ice accretions. That

goal required that we provide four milestones: (a)

Obtain high quality closeup video data of early ice

accertions, (b) develop a characterization scheme to

reduce observed roughness to a few descriptive pa-
rameters that effectively capture the roughness' role

in enhancing heat transfer during an accretion; (c)

re-create simulated roughness, using these descript-

ing parameters and finally (d) measure the heat
transfer associated with the simulated roughness.

Once all these pieces are in place, the measured heat

transfer coefficient can be used in modeling codes

such as LEWICE, and the prediced accretion can be

compared with the observed accretion that initiated

the entire process.

Parts (a) - (c) have been provided in work prior to

that presented here [6, 11, 12] and the basis for non-
invasive measurement was provided by Henry et al

[7]. The contribution of the current paper, then, is to

complete the final step, (d) and to provide the mea-
surements of the enhanced heat transfer coefficients.

This has been achieved and the overall scheme is

thus believed to be feasible for more general pre-
dictions of accretion-enhanced heat transfer. In ad-

dition, the IR mapping of the absolute heat trans-
fer coefficient is demonstrated here to be a power-

ful technique that deserves further development. It

could quite easily be extended to more complex ge-

ometries and unsteady measurements all of which

would prove very useful in understanding heat trans-

fer in geometrically complex systems such as those
observed in early ice accretions.

Having said that, however, we must recognize that

the present results are only the first step in this pro-

cess. Although the general technique for this kind

of experiment has been demonstrated, the absolute

quality of the data presented in this paper is uneven

and should be regarded as a proof of concept. Sev-
eral problems were identified which should be fixed

in subsequent experimental efforts. These include:

1. Ideally, the heaters should be placed completely

out of the flow path so that they are not cooled

by the freestream flow. This cooling required

the adjustment of the heater voltages to match

surface temperatures on the assumption that

(a) the surface temperature was uniform over



theentireheaterand(b) that equivalentsur-
facetemperaturesimpliesequivalentradiation
to theplate.Thefirstof theseassumptions,in
particular,issuspect.Mountingtheheatersout
of theflowpathwouldenablecontrolofthe in-
comingradiationflux independentlyofthefree
streamvelocity.

2. The flowqualityobtainedin the facility left
muchto bedesired.Leadingedgeseparation
wasobservedandshouldbe fixedwitha trail-
ing edgeflapto controltheattachmentpoint.
Theblockageof theheatersshouldbereduced
(bymovingthemoutsidethetunnel),thegaps
betweentheinsertsandtheplateshouldbemin-
imizedandtreatedproperlysothattheydonot
givefalsereadingsto the IR camera.Lastly,
morecompleteboundarylayerdatashouldbe
takento determinethedisplacementandmo-
mentumthicknessesmoreaccurately.Thislast
pieceof datawouldgreatlyaidin thecompar-
isonswiththeoreticalheattransfercoefficients.

3. The IR measurementscouldbe improvedby
shieldingthecamerabetterfromstrayreflec-
tonsandbybettermatchingtheemisivitiesof
thematerialsusedintheexperiment.Moreuni-
formheatingmightalsobeobtainedby using
largerarraysofsmallerceramicheaters.

4. Manymoreroughnesssamplesneedto be
tested,both fromthesameicingimagesand
frommanymoreicingimagesderivedfromdif-
ferentcloudconditionsandaccretioncharacter-
istics.Thesampleshereshowsomevariations
whichindicatethat theSETparameterscho-
sen(sizeandseparation)maynotbecomplete
or optimal.However,moretestingunderdif-
ferentconditions(roughnessheight,boundary
layerthickness,choicesofspacing,etc)needsto
beconductedtoestablishwhatarethetruelim-
itationsoftheSETdescriptionsandwhatdata
collapseswell.

This workwassupportedby NASALewis,moni-
toredbyDr. M.Potapczuk.
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